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Abstract
Aphasia has now been designated as an Auto-Immune Disease. In the treatment system that we use, an Auto-Immune disease

means that it is a viral based ailment but the virus is a composite virus of more than one virus. This characteristic gives a different

Shadow Energy Characteristic dissimilar to that of a virus, where the Shadow Energy Group is not all negative, but has some positive
and some negative values. Our research for Aphasia, has indicated that the composite Aphasia virus contains three distinct and different complex virus systems. The type of Aphasia manifested depends on which two of the Complex Virus Systems that are active
together. It is imperative to eliminate both active virus systems, and also make sure that the third system is also eliminated. Because

of the fact that there are few cases that are available for study, a definitive indication of how the Aphasia ailment progresses, but in

our limited research, we know that we are able to reduce the affected brain functions of this particular patient under study, from
1.5% of the total affected areas to about 0.5%, during the period of treatment which is about twenty days of two 900mg capsules of
the treatment daily for the duration. This is a virtual exercise, whereas the Shadow Energies of the Composite Virus was eliminated,

the manifested results on the patient are not exactly known. We believe that this reduction of Shadow Energy will definitely improve
the condition of the patient, together with the improvement in the function of the brain.
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Definition
1.
2.

3.

Loss of ability to understand or express speech, caused by brain damage. Powered by Oxford Dictionaries.

Aphasia is a disorder that results from damage to portions of the brain that are responsible for language. For most people, these
areas are on the left side of the brain.

Aphasia is a condition that affects your ability to communicate. It can affect your speech, as well as the way you write and understand both spoken and written language. Aphasia typically occurs suddenly after a stroke or a head injury. But it can also come

4.

on gradually from a slow-growing brain tumor or a disease that causes progressive damage (Mayo Clinic).

Aphasia is an impairment of language, affecting the production or comprehension of speech and the ability to read or write.
Aphasia is always due to injury to the brain-most commonly from a stroke, particularly in older individuals. But brain injuries
resulting in aphasia may also arise from head trauma, from brain tumors, or from infections (National Aphasia Association).

“Stroke is the most common cause of aphasia in the United States. Approximately 500,000 individuals suffer strokes each year, and

20% of these individuals develop some type of aphasia. Other causes of brain damage include head injuries, brain tumors, and infection.
About half of the people who show signs of aphasia have what is called temporary or transient aphasia and recover completely within a

few days. An estimated one million Americans suffer from some form of permanent aphasia. As yet, no connection between aphasia and
age, gender, or race has been found” (The free Dictionary by Farlex [2]).
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Several years ago, I contacted a fellow graduate student who was with me, in the same University, about forty years ago. It took me

along time to find his phone and address as it had been close to thirty years of no contacts. My initial phone call appeared strange to me,
we had been close on campus for close to six years, and after that, we kept in touch for several years and seemed odd that that he did not

immediately recognize my voice or some of the memories we had shared. After the initial shock, we talked for a long while and promised
to keep in touch. A couple of years later, an opportunity presented itself that my family and I would be in the USA, close to his place of

residence, and I wanted to arrange to see him and his family. I called and he answered. This conversation was even stranger than the first
one I had with him, a couple of years earlier. He did not remember anything about me, even after several reminders, to the extent that I

thought he was just pulling my leg and joking. After some awkward moments later, he seemed to remember me, but could not remember a

couple of other names who were mutual friends. That appeared to signal him to me as having one of the mind ailments. I had been study-

ing some patients with various degree of Alzheimer, MS, and Parkinson’s Disease. The symptoms my friend exhibited, did not resemble
any of the aforementioned ailments. We finally met, and it was good to see him and his very dear wife, whom I had known since meeting

him, so many years ago. Our meeting went smoothly, but I sensed so many things were off. Over the course of the next couple of days, his

wife informed me that he was diagnosed with an ailment called Aphasia. He was being treated for the symptoms, but it did not appear to
have a cure readily available.

My work switched from Engineering and Economics to the study of Herbal Medicine, based on the theories of the Ancient Egyptians.

We, my friend and I, had several friendly sessions discussing some of the theories that I had discovered concerning herbal cures of the
Ancient Egyptians as compared to some of the cures made by pharmaceutical companies. It was an uphill battle for me. For the previous
so many years, he had been working in the statistical departments of some of those pharmaceutical companies, designing their clinical
trials and their testing and control, until he became Head of one of those departments. We had long and friendly discussions about how I
may be able to design a treatment for him, that may be helpful, with very little or no side effects, as long as there were no available cures.
I left after a few days and promised to send him any treatments I came up with, and he promised to try them.

I returned home after a few days, and started to understand Aphasia. In the previous years, working with patients, I met some Al-

zheimer patients, in various stages of the disease, others with MS, and some more with Parkinson’s; nothing affected me more than the
condition of this once brilliant friend, losing his power to transmit his ideas and forgetting even his native language.
Aphasia as described by Ancient Egyptian Laws

(Our interpretation of Aphasia according to Ancient Egyptian Laws of Wisdom).

This disease has no known cure, no one knows how it is caused, it can only be diagnosed, after considerable research and study and

then the result, still no known cure, and we do not know what causes it. We believe it may be an auto-immune disease as it has finally been
diagnosed by medical science. With the Ancients, this was actually the beginning of the quest, as we interpret it.

Having worked on studying the causes and how it progresses with Alzheimer, Parkinson’s and MS, and finally wrote three manuscripts

about the three ailments and how to treat them, I felt like I have a reasonably good chance at identifying, understanding and maybe reaching some kind of a treatment, if not a cure, for this latest discovered addition to the Diseases of the World.

The Ancient Egyptians described an ailment as” an ailment or a disease may be described as an increase or a decrease in the energy

of the body of the patient controlling the ailment or the organ involved, or the presence of a new energy in the body describing this new

ailment. Theoretically, by eliminating this new energy, either the condition of the body will improve or the ailment be cured, partially or
totally, in the body of the patient” [16].
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However, if the ailment is caused by a virus, the virus exhibits an energy like characteristic, which we named a “Shadow Energy” with

magnetic like characteristics. The French Scientist “Chaumery”, who studied these energies, labeled one as Electric like, which would
cause the mummification process, while the second one, a Magnetic like shadow energy, which is beneficial, when positive, and indicated
an ailment if it were negative. Thus, a virus is indicated by four negative magnetic like shadow energies, and these define the virus, like
a DNA print. As an example for this, is the Hepatitis C viral Virus which is usually described by the following Shadow energy group [16].
The shadow energy characteristics of hepatitis c viral (A typical value):
•
•
•
•

Q=-36

Yn=-32
Yg=-33
Ω=-25.

The limits of these measurements were devised by us and Published in the year 2000 in Explore Magazine, out of Prescott, Arizona.

It has been re-written and published again as” The Basis of Scientific Advancements in Ancient Times” Published in EC and Clinical Case
Reports, January 1st 2022. By Eltouny, Almoez.

However, another category appeared, over the course of my research. This is clear when measuring the so-called Shadow Energies, and

the values do not indicate a virus or change in a set of Energy Groups. This occurred when the energy sets appeared two positive and two
negative energy sets; or three negative and one positive sets. In the early stages of my research, this became perplexing, but after that, it

became clear that this stage is of another type of Virus systems which has come to be labeled as Auto-Immune Diseases. This is explained

when I first checked a specimen of a patient known to be suffering from HIV, that was in late 1999, HIV is definitely a virus, its shadow
energies were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Q=35

Yn=-30
Yg=-30

Ω=+32.

The shadow energies to me, made very little sense. This is an extremely vicious virus, but does not conform to the statement of a virus

as prescribed by the Ancients and attested by us, why does it not resemble the characteristics of Hep. C Viral?

On the other hand, the energy groups indicated by a patient suffering from Diabetes, was similar in the fact that the energy sets were

two positive and two negatives, but not similar to those of HIV. Interestingly enough, this also became diagnosed as an Auto-Immune Disease. So, the third type is that we have an auto-immune ailment that had to be explored.

Until now, we understood that an auto-immune disease exhibited shadow energies that are not indicative of a “Normal Virus”, and we

could not determine how to identify why such energy groups are so different and perplexing to the practitioner studying the case.

Reviewing all of the ailments that I have worked with, which could not be explained by some of my theories, that should have been

cured or at least, the condition of the patient would improve somehow, after taking some of the designed medicine; it became clear that
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something was missing. As an illustration, over the period between the year, 2000 and 2012, we were experimenting to cure diabetes,
and discovered, at that time, that there is a probability that there are several types of Diabetes, not just the two described in medical
Literature. In early 2003, we were positive that Diabetes was probably of Viral origin, and tried to continue in that direction. However,

the shadow energy profile did not conform to the Virus profile that we had discovered. The observation was made when, over a period
of taking a diabetes medication, the case became more severe, and sometimes the medication had to be changed or Insulin administered.

Even categorizing patients by the medicines that I designed for them, still we could not maintain the positive change in the condition of
the patient. It became clear that some of the herbal mixtures (Vibrational Herbal Medicine), worked with some patients with some form
of Diabetes and may not work with certain other types of Diabetes.

After being diagnosed with Diabetes, after a Triple By-Pass heart operation, I started to try to cure my Diabetes, using my own designed

mixtures and used all of the collected Knowledge of the so many previous years of study, making designed Diabetes mixtures to try to
reach a cure for myself, at least.

Simultaneously, as I was occupied with finding a cure for Diabetes, I was experimenting for several mixtures to work on HIV. There was

one famous HIV patient who was alleged to have been cured in Germany, and I used him as a standard to measure the rate of success of my
mixtures compared to the specimen of the German Patient. My comparative results indicated that the German Patient (GP), was not totally

cured, but was only 87% free from the HIV virus. This was based on comparing three different cure mixtures I made to treat HIV and they
actually eliminated about 13% of the HIV virus in the GP after having proclaimed the GP to be totally free from HIV. The very interesting

result I discovered that two of the mixtures did not react with the GP at all meaning that whatever virus they intended to eliminate, did not
react with them. That is to say, that the other two viruses within the HIV group, were already eliminated. This result was corroborated by

the results of the third Mixture with the HIV group. It actually eliminated about 65% of a third virus within the group. This 65% compared
to the total of 13% of the whole HIV group that appeared to be still active in the HIV group of the GP as we had discovered. This is the first
indication of having a “composite virus” containing several other viruses.

My conclusion was that the HIV group is composed of at least three different Complex Virus systems causing the Phenomenon we call

HIV. This also came to be known as the Auto-Immune virus causing HIV and led to the AIDS condition as a consequence of the presence of

HIV (But not before adding a fourth CVS. This manuscript was published August 2021). Our conclusion is that auto-immune diseases are

viral diseases but with more than one virus causing the disease. This led us to publish our manuscript “Treatment of HIV with Vibrational
Herbal Medicine” Archives of Clinical and Medical Case Reports 3 (2018): 11-22 [2].

We continued our research in several of the ailments labeled Auto-Immune origin. We discovered several. Male Pattern Baldness, is

one. Another is Hashimoto’s disease, which we studied and cured the one case that was presented to us. Lupus, is another one labeled as
an Auto-immune disease. We only work with cases presented to us and are willing to participate in the trial.

The case of my friend who was diagnosed with Aphasia, was another one of the cases that I worked on. I had his specimen, which I

took when we met and started to follow the search for a cure procedure. I started working on finding a cure, but really did not have a firm
commitment from him that he would take the medicine, if and when it is sent to him. Using his specimen, I discovered that only one CVS

is present. At that time, there was no indication that it may be an Auto- Immune Disease. I proceeded to try to find the Characteristics of
this new virus. After several tries, we were able to determine the size and power of that virus. Making the usual procedure, we continued

to design the cure to eliminate that virus. The designed treatment appeared to resonate with the specimen of my friend. It appeared to

eliminate that particular virus in about 20 doses of 1800mg/dose. The treatment was ready and I wanted to send it to him soonest. This
became possible once I was in Europe, as it is impossible to send any herbal or chemical medicines from Egypt by mail or courier. Several
weeks after sending the package and it was received, I could not detect any changes in the energy levels of the virus in the patient. After

contacting his wife, she informed me that he did not take the medicine as he did not believe that it would help. It would have been great
to have my friend try the medicine and that it would have helped.
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I did not try to work on Aphasia after that as I had no patients to help, and there are very few diagnosed with Aphasia in Egypt. Sev-

eral years later, and just a few weeks ago, a famous Hollywood actor retired from acting as he was diagnosed with Aphasia and he could

not perform any more. This development, sad as it is, gives some opportunity to closely study and perfect a treatment/cure for this lat-

est disease. Now, Aphasia is considered an Auto-Immune Disease, and falls under our classification, based on the ‘Ancient Laws’, to have
certain characteristics that may aid in determining a treatment/cure. In our premise of an Auto-Immune Disease, it is characterized by

having more than one CVS causing the ailment. This now becomes a search for the composition of the composite CVS defining Aphasia.

Several checks of the patient indicated the presence of more than one CVS. Finally, we reached the conclusion that there are three different CVS composing Aphasia. In this patient’s case, two of the CVS are active and one inactive. There are usually three different CVS, within

the disease, the combination of the interaction among the three determines the characteristics of the manifested disease. Whether CVS 1

was active with CVS 2, or CVS 2and CVS 3, while the third CVS was dormant, determined the course and condition of the disease. This is
one course that is to be studied carefully, with various patients with Aphasia, if science is going to make any headway in controlling this
disease. However, I believe my objective is to make what I believe to be a treatment for Aphasia, and possibly a cure.

After several tries and many mixtures made, a cure presented itself for the case of this patient. It is an herbal cure, made based on the

Vibrational Herbal scheme, it is designed to eliminate the main two active CVS’s and also eliminate the third in- active third virus, thus
eliminating all the CVS’s in the Auto-Immune group. This was the only path to totally eliminate all the shadow energies manifested by the
disease in the patient. That is to say: Q=Yn=Yg=Ω=0.

This assured us that all the shadow energies manifested by the virus group are zero, and the patient should be experiencing a positive

change in his or her condition.

This attitude of disbelief, or impossibility that a cure may come out of a simple procedure, appears to be very common. This is an at-

titude that I have encountered many times during my work with Herbal Medicine, and especially when mentioning that this was a continu-

ation, or a revival of the work of the Ancients. The demonstration of the success of any treatment helped many people to be cured, but few
could not come to terms of being simply cured using a simple herbal mixture.

We have had many successes, using the same techniques, and have saved many lives with very limited resources and simple ingredi-

ents in our mixtures so that we believe that someone will believe in the near future. We will continue to do what we must and help to save
as many lives as possible, in spite of insurmountable odds.
The new case of aphasia

Using the new specimen of the new patient, we discovered.

All the previous presentation is a prelude of what we are going to do. We have had a case of Aphasia before, we did not get the results

we had anticipated, we did our due diligence, but things just did not work out. The prevalent thought now, propagated by big Pharma, and

even small pharmaceutical companies, that there is one way to go in scientific achievements laboratory tests and research which runs
in circles sometimes, but may produce results that may be fruitful, even in a small way. Big Pharma, have contributed a great deal to this

myth, big is better, and we have all these gadgets and scientific gibberish that the very few enlightened ones can use to deliver the latest
cures and techniques to save humanity. This may not be true across the board, but it may be thought as such. Many of my published manu-

scripts prove otherwise, but I am in the very small minority. I am working hard to change that, but it appears to be much more strenuous

than previously imagined. As an example, the effort to propagate my Covid-19 Cure and 9month Vaccine may be a living example of that.
It appears that they do not exist as no one acknowledge them. These pages are written for posterity, I believe. Previous research in AutoImmune disease research yielded some cures, especially in Hashimoto’s Disease, and even with Mediterranean Basin Fever, which may
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contain up to four different CVS. Not with standing our first try with Aphasia, we believe that we can design a very effective cure against
it and may change the outlook at it as an incurable disease.

We reviewed the work done several years ago and decided to continuing on my previous research on Aphasia, and the treatment I

made six years ago, it does now appear not to have been as effective as I had anticipated. Originally, we did not identify it as an Auto-

Immune Disease, thus the results obtained, in the case of my friend was that it eliminated only one or parts of one of the three viruses in

the Composite Virus System (CVS). We did not get any feed back from my friend except that he declined to take it. However, it reduced the
Composite Virus Energy by about 25%, on a theoretical basis. This result indicates that we have to recheck the volume of the composite
Virus, the size of each of the viruses and the power of the viruses together with the base of the cure. This will entail that the cure must
eradicate all the active and non-active components of the composite virus.

We have chosen one patient as the test subject, to use and fine- tune the results based on our assumptions and to check the final out-

come with the previous treatment that we had before. We decided to first explore the characteristics of the new patient, shadow energies
of the composite virus group, the number of different complex virus systems that can be counted within this composite group, whatever
characteristics each of these new CVS have and what the power of each of these viruses, and possibly the volume of each.

The first concentrated study indicated that there are three main different CVS, two have a power of 10 to the power of 1170, while the

third one has a power of 10 to the power of 1260. The second phase is to try to determine the volume of each one of those CVS, since these
are the parts that have to be eradicated for a complete cure (elimination of the driving force of this disease).

Usually, and based on our previous findings on Auto-Immune Disease, two of the three CVS in the composite Virus group are active and

determine the course and intensity of the changes in the patient. The third is usually dormant and may become activated if some action is
undertaken which we have not yet ben able to identify:
(i)

We will concentrate on the first CVS that we have been able to identify. It has a unit of 10 to the power 1170. The size of the
CVS, or the scope, is obtained by trial and error, and which of the values that will resonate with the virus. After several trials,

(ii)

the volume of the CVS appeared to resonate with 1,170,000 units of 10 to the power of 1170. This CVS is labeled as CVS#1.

By employing the same technique, we are able to determine CVS#2; which appears to be 1,170,000 units of 10 to the power
of 1170. So, it appears the CVS#1and#2 are similar in size and power, however the mode of operation is still unknown. This
second CVS, for this patient appears to be active. We continued to identify the third CVS#3. Using the same techniques as
before, the power of this CVS#3 appears to resonate with a power of 10 to the power of 1260. In this instance this CVS appears to be inactive. On further analysis, it appears that for this patient CVS#2 and #3 are active.

We do not have any information on the duration, until now, since that this patient has suffered from Aphasia. How the symptoms

develop, and in what mode they start, is still unknown. Our initial findings on the effects of Aphasia on this patient is that it has already
affected about 1.5% of the patient’s active brain power. This is based on our own assumptions.

Using our previous techniques to determine a treatment to eliminate the composite virus, which is usually on a trial-and-error basis,

to discover the reaction of the Shadow Energy Characteristics (SEC), by the introduction of each of the designed treatment. We try each

of the designed treatments and its reaction with the Shadow Energy Characteristics (SEC), until we have a treatment that eliminates all of
the (SEC). We determine the dosage and frequency per dosage, what may the adverse side effects be, if any and try to discover the reaction
of the treatment on the patient.

On a further theoretical analysis of the effects of the new treatment that we have designed, it appears that it may, after treatment for 20

days with a dosage of 1800 mg of the mixture per day, it will decrease the effects on the brain power to make it only affecting 0.3% from
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a pre- treatment level of 1.5%. How will this effect the patient in his speech, remembrance and other faculties, we are uncertain but this

will appear in an actual trial on the patient. How permanent is this cure, is also still to be determined. However, based on previous trials
with other Auto-Immune diseases, the results appear to be permanent.

Our direction is to try to find a treatment that will eliminate the active CVS that have been identified in the patient with Aphasia. We

researched the base of the mixture to eliminate the shadow energy characteristics of the active CVS. And by process of elimination, chose
the ingredients that make up the components of the required treatment mixture.

The shadow energy characteristics of the composite aphasia CVS, in this patient is a s follows:
•
•
•
•

Q= 50

Yn=-40
Yg=-36
Ω=-25.

However, checking the two CVS’s; #2 and #3, their shadow energy characteristics are:
CVS#2

CVS#3

Yg=32

Yg=12

Q=-15

Yn=-47
Ω=-12

Q=-35
Yn=-2
Ω=-4

In this particular case of this patient, the effects of Aphasia are determined by the fact that CVS#2 and # 3 both CVS’s are active while

CVS#1 is inactive. We have determined in our research, that there are three types of Composite CVS’s causing Aphasia: The first type is

when CVS#1 and CVS#2 are active, while CVS#3 is inactive. The second type is when CVS#2 and CVS#3 are active and CVS#1 is inactive.
While the third type is when CVS#1 and CVS#3 are active and CVS#2 is inactive.

How each of these types reacts with patients is still unknown. The number of Aphasia cases are still not great enough, nor the scientific

process of studying the disease are clear or determined, to the extent that conclusions may be valid.

Our analysis is based on our experience with other patients with Auto-Immune disease, and using the ancient technique that we be-

lieve, may determine the way we may understand, research and finally reach a cure for Aphasia. We have used this technique previously
in researching several ailments that have been labelled Auto-Immune Diseases, such as Hashimoto’s Disease and have reached extremely
good treatment results, and some of these treatments, we can assume that they are curative.

Our research indicated that we may need two different treatments to cure all three types of Aphasia, depending on which are the com-

ponents of each of the composite CVS’s that we are treating. Type I and type III will require one treatment, while type II, which is similar

to what our patient has, requires a second treatment. This may be due to the fact that the powers of the CVS’s in the composite CVS’s are
different. We may be able, later on, to change this into one universal cure for all three types of Aphasia manifestations. However, we made
the treatment that is needed for our case.
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We have researched the apparent volume of the composite CVS, its power, which of the CVS’s are active, and we have determined that

all three CVS’S, have to be eradicated, to obtain some positive measurable change in the condition of the patient. This change may take

several forms, but we would like to see some language recognition, better memory perception, and an appreciable change in attitude, with
an end to further deterioration of the patient’s condition.

Based on the research undertaken, we have been able to determine the size of the composite CVS that has to be eradicated to eliminate

the CVS causing Aphasia. The standard procedure in the determination of the treatment is to make it encompass the largest number of

combinations of the disease as possible. We reached a specific design of the treatment that is designed to eliminate 100% of the composite
CVS in around 20 days and a dosage of 1800 mg of the cure per day. This is usually taken after a meal, preferably lunch. The results men-

tioned are theoretical results based on our theoretical technique for evaluating treatment that usually check the amount of disease energy

eliminated with each dosage taken daily. This does not involve any actually consumption of the treatment. We also test if any side effects
will be seen or whether or not the patient is affected adversely by the treatment (Theoretically). This is a totally theoretical procedure

which we have employed hundreds of times for all of our designs. The results are usually around 90% accurate and totally safe for the
patient. The theoretical results are usually compared afterwards with the actual condition of the patient.
The formula of the mixture:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

-Q

Q-YnYg
QYn-Yg

Q-YnYg
-Q

QYn-Yg

Q-YnYg.

Each of the above symbols indicate one type of herb in the formula.

The above is the formula that we settled on after our research indicated, as the mixture that will eliminate the Shadow Energy of the

composite Aphasia virus, in about 20 doses of 1800 mg per day of the mixture, taken once daily, to eliminate the Composite Virus totally.

This is based on the theoretical trial by using the daily dosage and checking its daily effect on the specimen of the subject and checking
his/her condition physically. The tabulated results are the actual (theoretical) results of our specimen. Our theoretical results are tabulated as follows, as the daily dosage affects the specimen.
(0)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Yn=-45

-40 -33 -29 -24

-20

-18

-14 -10

-7

-4

-3

-3

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

Ω=-25

-22 -19 -18 -15

-13

-10

-8

-4

-3

-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-1

Q= 50

Yg=-43

(1)
47

(2)
42

(3)
38

33

-40 -36 -30 -25

28

-20

23

-18

19

14

-16 -13
-6

12

-9
-5

10

-8

9

-6

7

-4

5

-3

3

-2

2

-1.5

1.5

-1

(17) (18)

Days

1

0

SE
values

-0.5

0

SE
values

0

-0.5

0

0

SE
values

SE
values
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The above values have been derived in a virtual practice, since the patient has not actually been given the medicine, and Aphasia pa-

tients are few and far between. From the results, there is a complete change of the Shadow Energy Characteristics of the composite virus

in the patient, in a matter of 18 days. The effects of the composite virus appear to have been greatly reduced, but what are the actual

changes that have been manifested by the patient? Are these measurable, that is, can it be observed on the patient? We will try to check
these points as we proceed in our research. The results obtained are virtual results; however, throughout our research, the virtual results

have shown to be close to 90% accurate compared to the real results due to a clinical trial. Therefore, we believe that these virtual results
give an indication of what the real results will be.

The composition of the cure mixture contains natural, safe herbs, nothing controversial, and are usually used by many people in their

daily lives. Aphasia is a totally new challenge to medicine, and we moving into the unknown, however, we have tread this path tens of times

in the previous twenty years for each new treatment being designed with barely any problems at all. This makes us confident that there
will not be any surprises with this new cure.

Conclusion

After studying the specimen of the patient afflicted with Aphasia, we also concur that it is an Auto-Immune disease as science has in-

dicated. We discovered that there are three different Complex Virus Systems composing the composite Virus. Usually two of the three CVS
are active, while the third is inactive but indicates a presence in having its Shadow Energies slightly active.

Our process is to eliminate the Shadow Energy of the composite virus with each dose of the mixture, which is an herbal mixture based

on the concept of the Ancients. The Shadow Energies are eliminated in about eighteen days/doses of two 900mg capsules of the mixture
daily. From our evaluation, the brain utilization of the patient increased from 98.5% to 99.5% after the treatment. This is a theoretical
trial, which usually have given a remarkable resemblance to an actual trial. However, we cannot assess the actual and real changes with

memory, speech recognition, facial recognition or other affected functions. The treatment has changed the Shadow energies and is indicating a positive response in the patient.
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